
P2 EXHIBITION



The theme for EVS exhibition for class P2-A was "Water". The class was decorated accordingly. We covered all 

aspects of water such as Jal Tarang, water cycle, water pollution, sources & uses of water, tips to save water, 

facts and riddles on water. Unedited creative writing on the topic "a day without water" was also done and 

displayed. We also made a photo booth, gave 'thank you notes' and took feedback from parents. It was a full 

house and parents really appreciated the work done by all the children. Children showed a lot of confidence 

and spoke beautifully with a smile on their faces.



The children of class P2-B  presented an exhibition 

on the theme “Animals". All the concepts were 

covered by children through various models and 

posters. They spoke confidently and presented 

their learnings with beautiful smiles.



The children of class P2-Cpresented an exhibition on 

the theme "Transport". They tried explaining the 

concepts like rolling friction,  Story of wheel, modes 

of transport models, and Traffic Signals, where they 

talked about road safety and Safety rules in school, 

playground, and at home. They were exhibits on 

Special vehicles, quizzes, board games on transport, 

and activities on transport. They presented their 

learnings in a joyous way to all.



The children of class P2D  presented an exhibition on the 

theme"Houses". They touched upon a variety of concepts like the 

evolution of houses, types of houses, parts of houses, 

neighborhoods, and community helpers. Some of the special 

mentions were house-related schemes (Pradhan Mantri aawas

yojna and the Kedarnath redevelopment project). Interactive 

corners like riddles and craftwork were made for the parents. They 

enjoyed every bit of it.



'The green bliss '- children of P2E created a garden in 

the class to present the theme 'plants'. They 

showcased a variety of concepts like parts of plants, 

their types, uses, did some wonderful experiments, 

learnt what the plant needs to grow. All this was 

achieved with a smile on our children's faces.



THANK-YOU
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